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abstract

I propose to use digital fabrication to reinterpret the ornamental strategy of Louis 
Sullivan, a process akin to translating a manuscript from a historical language to a 
popular contemporary tongue. In the process, I hope to better understand the original 
ornament and to explore the differences between historical and contemporary meth-
ods of production.



introduction
For Louis Sullivan, architectural design was a profoundly individual artistic endeavor; it was the manipu-
lation of building elements and materials as if they were ink on a canvas or words in a poem. Sullivan 
was wholly dedicated to this mode of self-expression and he believed that significant architecture was 
the result of a rigorous and immersive personal struggle to find a solution to a complicated problem. 
“His was not a mere theory of architecture, nor even a philosophy of architecture; it was a religion of 
architecture”.2 He described his central goal:

To make an architecture that fitted its functions-a realistic architecture based on well defined 
utilitarian needs-that all practical demands of utility should be paramount as a basis of planning 
and design; that no architectural dictum, or tradition, or superstition, or habit, should stand in his 
way.4

In ornament, Sullivan found the ultimate method of self-expression:

Ornament should serve as a means of personal expression, a kind of signature in stone…a way 
for the architect to give individuality to buildings.1

He developed a unique style that would guide the work of his office, a system that he outlined system-
atically in his treatise A System of Architectural Ornament, which was published late in his career. This 
project is an investigation of this process and the work it produced.

Sullivan’s system of ornament
purpose

Ornament was an essential aspect of Sullivan’s design process, and became his trademark. He fully 
recognized its limited utilitarian use, and instead justified it as the final layer of design essential to make 
the best possible architecture:

In a narrow functionalism there would be no place for ornament on a building…But he felt that 
a truly appropriate system of ornament is desirable, and that an architecture completely lacking 
in ornament cannot realize its highest possibilities.2

For Sullivan, ornament was the capstone to a fully realized design process. In addition, he believed that 
it strengthened the architectural integrity of a building by using the buildings surfaces to convey infor-
mation to the onlooker. It was an outward representation of the functions contained within the building 
and the structure that supports it.

The decoration of a structure is in truth, when done with understanding, the more mobile, deli-
cate and sumptuous expression of the creative impulse or identity basically expressed in the 
structure; it is the further utterance, the more sustained and delicate rhythmical expression 
thereof.5

He was also a great believer in humanistic architecture, declaring that architecture was first and fore-
most for the people. He countered the nascent Modernist trends towards austerity and minimalism with 
a commitment to soften architecture and make it immediately accessible to the onlooker or occupant. 
He used ornament to demonstrate the building’s man-made nature and artistically connect with his 
audience (as any other artist uses his medium to express himself to an audience). For Sullivan, orna-
ment provided “a flowing, organic counterpoint to the inorganic, blocklike masses of his buildings…a 
way to breathe vitality into his creations”.1

rules

Sullivan was a prolific writer, and produced a massive portfolio of essays and texts in his signature 
poetic-prose. From very early in his career, he outlined his purposes and described his methods. He 
supplemented the step-by-step rigor of his physical design process (in which he used pencil and paper 
to draft and sketch) with a strong written narrative. 

Much of this writing was dedicated to ornament. He created a framework for the design of ornament 
that was entirely his own; he was determined to use Nature as an inspiration in creating his own set of 
motifs and stylistic guidelines. He adamantly refused to merely reproduce classical styles or create 
mundane patterning, which he felt was the practice of many of his contemporaries who still clung to 
classical styles.

Hugh Morrison provides a succinct summary of Sullivan’s style:

It will be organic, growing out of the mass rather than applied to it, expressing the nature of its 
material, and partaking of the fundamental rhythms of the building itself. But it will appear, not 
as something merely receiving the spirit of the structure, but as a thing expressing that spirit by 
virtue of differential growth. Furthermore, it follows that a certain kind of ornament should 
appear on a certain kind of structure ("just as a certain kind of leaf must appear on a certain kind 
of tree"), and that the ornamental systems of buildings of various sorts should not be inter-
changeable between these buildings. Buildings should possess as marked an individuality as 
that which exists among men.2

Sullivan described his strategy as a method of materializing an energy produced within the essence of 
the building that pulsed within its structure; ornament provided a visual sense of this pulsing to the 
onlooker, enlivening the exterior of the building to mirror the life contained within. Importantly, Sullivan 
believed that the ornament of a building was an extension of the building and could not step beyond its 
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physical limits:

The ornament is always contained within the larger framework of his buildings. This quality of barely contained energy, which Sulli-
van described as “mobile serenity,” is the hallmark of his ornamental style.1

This is why most of Sullivan’s ornament is inscribed into the surfaces of the building.

codification: A System Of Architectural Ornament 

Late in his career, Sullivan attempted to codify these “rules” in a treatise, A System of 
Architectural Ornament. In this work, Sullivan includes a set of hand-drawn plates that 
document his methodology; the treatise is meant to be “a step-by-step demonstration of 
the elaboration of architectural ornament in eight plates, followed by a series of eleven 
demonstrative examples, several with helpful descriptive inscriptions.”7 

Yet, as Sullivan explains, the ornament he produces is ultimately a product of his “Doc-
trine of Parallelism,” or a fusion of the parallel developments of Art and Science, and simi-
larly of the organic and inorganic. A man’s Imagination drives this fusion, thereby mystify-
ing the process and complicating it beyond the reaches of a simple scientific explanation. 
Van Zanten puts it:

Sullivan’s ornament in these sheets is a thing unto itself, not an accompaniement 
to architecture but instead in its freedom a genre of art of its own, a surrogate for 
grander spatial composition.7

codification: Framing what we see: the role of ornament in structuring Louis Sullivan’s 
design logic

M G Philips, in a paper written here at MIT, attempts to apply a contemporary method of 
analysis to Sullivan’s work: shape grammars, or computational systems of geometry gen-
eration. A shape grammar is codified and must be able to produce a unique output for 
every input. The abstract from his paper: 

This paper presents an informal shape grammar that describes Louis Sullivan’s 
system for ornamentation. The goal of the grammar is to serve as an analytical 
tool to describe Sullivan’s existing designs, but also to generate new designs 
founded in the same logic. Towards this end, the grammar, which is organized into 
seven groups of rules, is used to generate several of Sullivan’s compositions, as 
well as new designs by the author, as a vehicle both to explore the particular 
parameters of Sullivan’s most intricate work, and to speculate about how 
Sullivan’s system could be implemented in, and impacted by, contemporary 
technologies.3

figure 4: Plates from Sullivan’s A System Of
Architectural Ornament 
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production

As with most architect, Sullivan’s work was never produced from start to finish solely by his hand. He maintained a staff of draftsmen that 
would interpret his sketches and intentions under his supervision; and he did not build his own buildings or sculpt his sculptural reliefs. 
For the vast majority of his ornament, he simply provided his draftsmen with sketches and guidance; they produced construction docu-
ments that were then reinterpreted by the sculptor. 

Sullivan believed that architecture was closer to music than any other form of expression…This metaphor of musical composition 
is made more concrete upon examination of Sullivan's actual production process, in which individual draftsmen created designs 
using Sullivan's system, and in which tradesmen translated the drawings from paper to built form, quite literally, by hand…In music 
an important aspect of good composition is that it creates a framework through which individual and unexpected styles can 
emerge.3

As a result, Sullivan’s body of ornamental work had an inherent diversity stemming from the collaborative design and fabrication process; 
but, like any conscientious lead designer, he closely supervised the work of his team and kept them well versed in the principles of his 
design process. His system was a framework in which his employees could also express themselves. 

Each artifact of ornament is therefore unique, responding to his belief that ornament (and architecture in general) must grow organically 
from the context and premise of the particular project. 

Sullivan's rules mean different things in different materials. It seems that part of Sullivan's mastery was, therefore, the ability to 
select from a group of materials that best met his functional need in application.3

They also meant different things in different building types, in different stages of his career, in different locales, and on different surfaces 
within the same project. 

a reinterpretation
the premise

Sullivan’s ornament strategy was a product of his ethos and 
the context in which he worked. Philips asks whether Sullivan 
was unconsciously limited by the means in which he worked 
(on pencil and paper). Would his system have created very 
different forms if he were working with today’s tools? Philips 
continues:

That a certain amount of control had to be relin-
quished to, and a certain amount of faith invested in, 
the translation process was a reality of production in 
that place in time. However, today's RP allows the 
designer to see and respond to design artifacts for 
themselves, and possibly, through CAM technologies, 
to create the final artifact directly.3

This project intends to apply these technologies (RP, rapid 
prototyping; CAM, computer-aided manufacturing) directly to 
Sullivan’s ornament, and use it to gain a better understanding 
of his system and the essential differences between design in 
his time and now.

the ornament

For this project, I chose in instance of ornament within the 
interior of Sullivan’s National Farmer’s Bank of Owatonna, 
Minnesota, built in 1908. This building is one of Sullivan’s 
landmark works at a stylistically dynamic point in his career. 
Larry Millet describes the building:

It was a fully integrated work of art in which every part 
contributed to the effect of the whole. The elements of 
this integration included its practical and efficient floor 
plan, its magnificent ornamentation, its beautifully 
conceived color scheme, and the superb craftsman-
ship of its builders and decorators.1

As discussed above, most of Sullivan’s built work was the 
result of a concerted effort amongst his draftsmen and the 
skilled craftsmen with whom he had developed a keen part-
nership. For the Owatonna Bank, George Elmslie, Sullivan’s 
chief draftsman at the time, actually designed the majority of 
the ornament. For this project, it was important that the 
chosen ornament reflected Sullivan’s stylistic tendencies 
directly. As a result, I selected the only ornament that Elmslie 
admitted was entirely designed by Sullivan, the gilded plaster-
work adorning the underside of the interior arches. 

figure 6: Sullivan’s Owatonna Bank 

figure 7: Interior arch detail



the process

For this project, I used a 2 ½ axis CNC mill with a 4’ by 8’ bed and 2.5” 
vertical capacity. This machine can cut vector profiles and carve rela-
tively shallow three-dimensional geometries; the machine manipu-
lates a gantry that controls a spinning “endmill” (a special drill bit) 
which spins at high rates as the gantry moves it across the surface of 
the stock material. This machine has a steep learning curve, not due 
to its mechanical complexity but to its powerful interaction with the 
stock material it cuts; a keen sense of materials makes using the 
machine much less difficult (and dangerous). 

The first step of any digital fabrication is the creation of a three-
dimensional digital model of the geometry in question. For this proj-
ect, the digital model had to be derived from photographs of the orna-
ment, and is therefore fundamentally imperfect. This process is 
somewhat akin to the process by which craftsmen translated the 
Sullivan studio’s drawings into construction documents and, 
ultimately, the 3D relief ornament.

The process is very intensive, and requires a keen sense of modeling 
software and a spatial understanding capable of interpreting two-
dimensional photographs. It proceeded in phases:

1. I digitally traced the head-on photograph of the ornament 
(found in an archival digital image collection of the University 
of Chicago). I used AutoCAD to draw vector lines to outline 
the myriad forms of the ornament’s pattern. Fortunately, this 
particular scheme is symmetrical in two dimensions, so only 
one-fourth of the fundamental unit had to be drawn.

2. This pattern was mirrored across the lines of symmetry.

3. The components then had to be connected to create a 
stack of surfaces the represent the pure forms in the pattern, 
which end up being truncated in the finished ornament as 
they overlap to create the total composition. This stack can 
then be manipulated in the third dimension to more accurately 
represent the three-dimensional composition of the final orna-
ment. This step was carried out in Rhinoceros, another digital 
modeling software that is more commonly used for three-
dimensional applications. 

4. The stacked surfaces are then extruded into the base of the 
model, intersecting with each other and creating the void 
spaces necessary to complete the composition. These 
volumes are then connected into one contiguous hollow 
volume.

Once the digital model is assembled and “cleaned” of digital imper-
fections (mismatched edges, displaced lines, etc.), it can be opened 
in the operational software which runs the CNC mill. The software 
allows the user to choose amongst the wide array of functions that 
the machine is capable of based on the particular geometry at hand. 
For this project, I chose the “horizontal” option, in which the gantry 
moves the endmill along the edges of solid volumetric elements of the 
geometry. It begins at the top of the geometry and traces the 
elements, plunging further into the material as the process continues. 
Each “pass” of the endmill is limited to a particular depth, as the 
machine removes constant-depth layers of stock material. The 
machine essentially removes all of the stock material occupying the 
negative space above and amongst the volumetric elements. 

figure 8: Digital model development figure 9: The CNC



the problems

Immediately in this fabrication process the limitations of this technology becomes 
apparent. To mill surfaces larger than a square foot within a reasonable time span, 
the user must select an endmill of a diameter of at least 3/8” or 1/2” (1/2” in this 
case); this dimension becomes the “pixel” size that will be applied to the machine’s 
interpretation of the digital model. It will not be able to cut details that are at a finer 
resolution. In addition, this “pixel” is round so it cannot cut into angular concave 
insets; it can only approximate these elements as deep as the endmill will fit. 

Highlighted in the drawing below are some of the many details of the pattern that 
defy this limitation.

optimization

To address these issues, the digital model was adjusted to better obey the limita-
tions of the machine. Any fine geometry was magnified to at least the dimension of 
the diameter of the endmill (1/2”). All concave “insets” were filleted (rounded) at a 
radius of ¼” to allow for smooth machining. Essentially, the optimized model was 
created so that the physical endmill could fit into any void space that it would need 
to carve out.

figure 10: Diagram of the milling process 

figure 11: Original geometry, with problems 
highlighted

figure 12: Optimized geometry



the result

After both versions of the digital model were completed (original and optimized), I milled 
one quadrant in pink insulation foam of each geometry (the limits of these models are 
indicated in the diagrams on the previous page, they had to be cropped to fit within the 
stock material). The original took 3.5 hours to mill, due mostly to the three-dimensional 
curvilinear faces of some of the key volumetric elements. The optimized version took 2.5 
hours to mill. I also milled an approximately 1:1 scale version of the original, which I then 
detail sanded; for this model I used a smaller endmill but the pattern still proved too intri-
cate for the machine. For reference, I also 3D printed the digital model at a smaller scale 
(due to the prohibitive costs of this technology); this machine has a much finer resolution 
and is therefore capable of creating very fine geometries. 

reflection

It is clear that Louis Sullivan’s ornament was the unique manifestation of a particular com-
bination of driving influences: his style, the period in his career, his staff, the craftsmen he 
worked with, and the method of fabrication of their day. Today’s digital fabrication tech-
nologies can only effectively approximate the intricate geometries of Sullivan’s ornament; 
an exact replication would require unreasonable investments of time, money, and skill. 
Ultimately, this ornament was best produced in its original plaster by the particular crafts-
man with whom Sullivan entrusted his work. Architecture (and art) is fundamentally a 
reflection of its immediate context, and is at home most in the time in which it was con-
ceived. 

figure 13: Photos of the process

figure 14: Original geometry quadrant model, unsanded figure 15: Optimized geometry quadrant model, unsanded

figure 16: Wood model of full original geometry

figure 17: 3D-printed model
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